January 30, 2023

Send by email to: giorgia.chinazzo@northwestern.edu

Dear Giorgia Chinazzo, Rune Korsholm Andersen, Elie Azar, Verena M. Barthelmes, Cristina Becchio, Lorenzo Belussi, Christiane Berger, Salvatore Carlucci, Stefano Paolo Corgnati, Sarah Crosby, Ludovico Danza, Luiza de Castro, Matteo Favero, Stephanie Gauthier, Runa T. Hellwig, Quan Jin, Joyce Kim, Mandana Sarey Khanie, Dolaana Khovalyg, Carola Lingua, Alessandra Luna-Navarro, Ardeshir Mahdavi, Clayton Miller, Isabel Mino-Rodriguez, Ilaria Pigliautile, Anna Laura Pisello, Ricardo Forgiarini Rupp, Abdul-Manan Sadick, Francesco Salamone, Marcel Schweiker, Marc Syndicus, Giorgia Spigliantini, Natalia Giraldo Vasquez, Donna Vakalis, Marika Vellei and Shen Wei,

We are very pleased to inform you that your following paper:

Quality criteria for multi-domain studies in the indoor environment: Critical review towards research guidelines and recommendations, Volume 226, December 2022, 109719

has been selected to receive the 2022 Best Paper Award from journal Building and Environment.

The award was established in 2007 as a measure to encourage publishing high-quality papers in Building and Environment. Your paper was first ranked highly by the reviewers of your paper, then selected by the Editors and Editors-in-Chief, further evaluated by the Editorial Advisory Board of the journal, and finally determined by the Best Paper Award Committee of the journal that consists of Professor Marco Perino (Chair, Italy), Professor Jianlin Liu (China) and Dr. Jiping Zhu (Canada). The award is given to your paper for its originality, contributions to the field, quality of presentation, and soundness of the science.

We would like to congratulate you for your significant contributions to the state of the art. You should be very proud of your achievements in a very competitive pool of nominees. This is a very significant award since the journal received about 5500 submissions in 2022 and only four best papers are selected.

A plaque and a certificate for the award from Elsevier will be mailed to the corresponding author soon. If you would like order additional plaques for co-authors, please contact the Senior Publisher, Ms Natalia Lee at c.Natalia@elsevier.com.

Congratulations again for your achievement!

Sincerely,

Qingyan “Yan” Chen; Ph.D.
Editor-in-Chief
Building and Environment

Xudong Yang; Ph.D.
Editor-in-Chief
Building and Environment